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1. Summary

This document defines the terminologies that will be utilized in the future OCP - Multi-Node Management specification.

2. License

[As of April 7, 2011, the following persons or entities have made this Specification available under the Open Web Foundation Final Specification Agreement (OWFa 1.0), which is available at http://www.openwebfoundation.org/legal/the-owf-1-0-agreements/owf-contributor-license-agreement-1-0---copyright-and-patent.]

Facebook, Inc.

You can review the signed copies of the Open Web Foundation Agreement Version 1.0 for this Specification at http://opencompute.org/licensing/, which may also include additional parties beyond those listed above.

Your use of this Specification may be subject to other third party rights. THIS SPECIFICATION IS PROVIDED “AS IS.” The contributors expressly disclaim any warranties (express, implied, or otherwise), including implied warranties of merchantability, noninfringement, fitness for a particular purpose, or title, related to the Specification. The entire risk as to implementing or otherwise using the Specification is assumed by the Specification implementer and user. IN NO EVENT WILL ANY PARTY BE LIABLE TO ANY OTHER PARTY FOR LOST PROFITS OR ANY FORM OF INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER FROM ANY CAUSES OF ACTION OF ANY KIND WITH RESPECT TO THIS SPECIFICATION OR ITS GOVERNING AGREEMENT, WHETHER BASED ON BREACH OF CONTRACT, TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), OR OTHERWISE, AND WHETHER OR NOT THE OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
3. Glossary

**Multi-Node System**
An aggregation of multiple nodes that share IOs, power, thermal and system management can be defined as Multi-Node System.

**Node**
A Node as defined by this specification is an independent unit that acts as the building block for the multi-node system. The node can be built for specific targets such as Compute, IO, Memory or Storage. Each node is an independent manageable unit.

Examples of system management functions provided by Node are:
1. Node level power control support (On, Off, Reset)
2. Node level thermal monitoring
3. Node level events
4. Node console redirection capability

**System Management Aggregator**
System Management Aggregator is a multi-node system attribute that provides the capability for the Trays and the Sleds to participate in the System Management control and data path.

The System Management Aggregator can be defined as Transparent or Non-Transparent or semi-transparent system management aggregator.

The system management aggregator could be logical or physical aggregation.

**Transparent System Management Aggregator (TSMA)**
Transparent System Management Aggregator provides only signal aggregation and does not participate in the system management control and data traffic.

**Non-Transparent System Management Aggregator (NTSMA)**
Non-Transparent System Management Aggregator provides management protocol termination and intercepts all system management traffic.

**Semi-Transparent System Management Aggregator (STSMA)**
Semi-transparent System Management Aggregators provide partial management protocol termination and interception of system management traffic.

**Sled**
A collection of nodes sharing a common circuit board and have a common connector to a backplane. Sled is a FRU. Sleds may be designed to provide Transparent or Non-Transparent system management aggregation point.
A multi-node chassis may be built as a single tray or multi-trays in a chassis. A tray has multiple sleds, aligned horizontally or vertically, that provides the level of aggregation. The tray may provide system management aggregation for all the nodes available in the sled. The tray provides the backplane support for all the system management signals originating from each of the sleds.

The management controller is a chassis level controller that provides local and remote interfacing and performs chassis level system management responsibilities. The controller maintains the multi-node system management policies and propagates it to non-transparent tray, sleds, and nodes. The controller system management responsibilities include:
1. Chassis power control management
2. Thermal profiling at all levels
3. Fan speed control
4. Front panel features such as power button, status and faults
5. Chassis power utilization management
6. Diagnostic and health monitoring at all levels
7. Tray, Sled and Node provisioning
8. Identification and inventory at all levels

Node ID is a unique addressable identifier for each of the nodes. The uniqueness of the identifier is based on the non-transparent system management controller controlling the Node. The non-transparent System Management Controller could be a Sled, Tray or the Chassis Management Controller.

Sled ID is a unique addressable identifier of the non-transparent sleds. The uniqueness of the identifier is based on the non-transparent system management controller controlling the non-transparent sled such as tray or chassis management controller. A sled based on transparent system management aggregator may support Sled ID.

Tray ID is a unique addressable identifier of the non-transparent trays, the uniqueness of the identifier is based on the chassis management controller. Trays based on transparent system management aggregator may support Tray ID.
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